NOTICE FOR VISITORS REGARDING SERVICE DELIVERIES BY THE EMBASSY UNTIL COVID-19 PANDEMIC COMES UNDER CONTROL IN FRANCE

1. The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is yet to come under control in Paris and other part of the country even after nearly two months nationwide lockdown in France. Therefore, to prevent the possible risk of transmission of virus, the Embassy requests to all visitors to pay attention to the following precautionary measures:

2. Wearing face mask is compulsory to enter the Embassy.

3. Keep at least one-meter distance with each other while at the Embassy.

4. While you are inside the Embassy, comply with all other advises given by government authorities/experts to prevent spreading coronavirus.

5. Leave the Embassy after your documents are submitted. The Embassy will call you to collect it when ready. Do not wait at the Embassy to avoid crowd.

OTHER INFORMATION

Application Submission and Collection time:
(Mon-Fri, except on public holiday)

Application submission- 1030 hrs to 1300 hrs
Document collection- Will be communicated verbally

Lockdown and suspension of international flights in Nepal:
The Government of Nepal has decided to end the lockdown imposed since 24 March 2020 with effect from 21 July 2020 with some exceptions. However, the international airport and Nepal’s international borders will remain closed till 16 August 2020.

Suspension of issuance of visa by Embassies and Consulates:
The Embassy and the Honorary Nepali Consulates in Rouen (France), Lisbon (Portugal), and Monaco will not issue tourist visa until further notice.
Suspension of visa on arrival:
Issuance of visa on arrival in Nepal for all foreigners and Non-Resident Nepali card holders has been suspended temporarily since 14 March 2020 until further notice.

Validity of tourist visas to enter Nepal extended:
The Government of Nepal has decided to extend the validity of unused tourist visas issued by various Nepali diplomatic missions and Honorary Nepali Consulates from 1 January to 31 March 2020 for one year from the date of issue.

Therefore, all tourist visas issued by the Embassy of Nepal in Paris and Honorary Consulates of Nepal in Rouen (France), Lisbon (Portugal) and Monaco during the above-mentioned period will automatically be considered valid to enter Nepal within one year, instead six months, from the date of issue.

New information about Consular Service:
Notice of any new arrangements made on matters of issuance of visa, passports and other consular services could be checked at Embassy’s website: www.fr.nepalembassy.gov.np.
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